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FILTER CARTRIDGE 370-AF 1ΜM FOR AIR FLUX 1020AF DUST EXTRACTOR

€161,15 (excl. VAT)

Using this easy upgrade you are able to elavate the filtration of your AF1020 Dust Extractor up to 30
times, significantly improving the air quality in your workshop. The high quality folded filter catches dust

and finer particles down to 1µm, compared to 30µm for the standard filter and 5µm for the fibre filter bag.
This filter is self-cleaning thanks to the convenient lever on top of the cartridge. Simply turn the lever to

remove all dust piled up in the folds of the filter, the dust will fall down in the PVC waste bags below.

SKU: 3DUC0370
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Using this easy upgrade you are able to elavate the filtration of your AF1020 Dust Extractor up to 30 times,
significantly improving the air quality in your workshop. The high quality folded filter catches dust and finer

particles down to 1µm, compared to 30µm for the standard filter and 5µm for the fibre filter bag. This filter is
self-cleaning thanks to the convenient lever on top of the cartridge. Simply turn the lever to remove all dust

piled up in the folds of the filter, the dust will fall down in the PVC waste bags below.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Steel frame with filter on the inside
Rubber gasket for improved sealing

Handle to remove piled up dust from the folds
Included are belt clip and PVC waste bag
To be used on the Air Flux Dusty 1020AF

DESCRIPTION

Using this easy upgrade you are able to elavate the filtration of your AF1020 Dust Extractor up to 30 times,
significantly improving the air quality in your workshop. The high quality folded filter catches dust and finer

particles down to 1µm, compared to 30µm for the standard filter and 5µm for the fibre filter bag. This filter is
self-cleaning thanks to the convenient lever on top of the cartridge. Simply turn the lever to remove all dust

piled up in the folds of the filter, the dust will fall down in the PVC waste bags below.
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No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 8 kg

Dimensions 50 cm


